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Blocks is an incredibly versatile family of acoustic wall 
and ceiling panels. Five classic shapes in various sizes 
and two thickness options offer endless configuration 
possibilities. With Blocks you can keep it calm and 
make a simple repeat pattern, or let your imagination 
run free to create a complex piece of „art”.

Blocks offer an option to mix different colours of the 
same fabric on front and side of the panel.

The BLOCKS range has been developed together with 
an experienced acoustics laboratory and is certified as 
the best sound absorber (class A, absorbing 100% of 
unwanted noise). 

Let your imagination run free.
Example of Blocks panels configurations
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Blocks. Configure your product.
Choose your order specifics

600 x 600
900 x 900
1200 x 1200

600 x 600
900 x 900
1200 x 1200

600 x 300
900 x 300
900 x 600
1200 x 600

600
900
1200

600
900
1200

Shape

Size
W x H [mm]

Thickness [mm]

Fixing systems

Fabrics

Finish type
[optional]

Order example

01 02 03 04 05

35      =  35mm providing high sound absorption (class C; αw = 0,75)

55      =  55mm providing ultra high sound absorption (class A; αw = 1,00) 

Option of mixing 2 colours of the same fabric on front and sides of the panel.

How to order:
EV2 / EV4 (EV2 = front ; EV4= sides)
EV4 (EV4 = front & sides)

Fabric type & colour  (details on p. 26 or on www.hushdesign.pl)

BLOCKS - 01 - 600 x 600 - 55 - B - EV2 / EV4 

BLOCKS - 04 -       900 - 35 - C - UL3  

Click button connectors for wall mounting
 

Magnets for wall mounting (recommended for thick walls)

Wire system for ceiling mounting

Dual lock fasteners for back of furniture or glass

A

B

C

D


